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Section 1 :
Attempt any 4 (All questions carry equal marks). 20
(Picture Reading)
Observe the given picture and write your observation in full sentence with the help of points
given below the picture.

1.

• Describe the picture shown above.
• Enlist the PC names who got IP addresses from DHCP server shown in the picture?
• Which type of IP Configuration received by Non-DHCP client?
• What is the difference between Static and Dynamic IP Address?
• Who maintains DHCP database?

(P.T.O.)

Time : 3 Hours Marks : 80

Instructions :
1. There are total 4 Sections in the Paper.
2. All sections are Compulsory.
3. Total marks for section are given at right side.
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2.

• Describe the information shown in the picture?
• What does DHCP server do?
• Which are the DHCP Scope Properties mentioned in the Picture?
• What is the scope in DHCP?
• What is the purpose of Exclusion Range in DHCP Scope?

3.

• Describe the information shown in the picture.
• Which are the three types of domains shown in the picture?
• What does FQDN means in DNS?
• How many top-level domains shown in the above picture?
• What will be the FQDN for SERVER 2 if added under east sub domain of nwtraders

domain?
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4.

• Describe the information shown in the picture.

• Name the Subnet shown in the picture where File and Print Server is residing?

• What are the IP addresses leased to Workstation 1 and 2 shown in the above picture?

• What is the reservation in DHCP?

• What is the subnet for DHCP Server in above picture?

5.

• Describe the information shown in the picture?
• Name the domain shown in the picture?
• Name the IP address resolved by Local DNS server shown in the picture?
• What is the function of DNS Query?
• What are the two types of DNS Queries?

(P.T.O.)
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Section 2 :
Attempt any 4 (All questions carry equal marks). 20
(Sequencing)
Activities in a technical process / procedure are given. Arrange them in appropriate sequence and
re-write.

1. Arrange the given DHCP scope types in a correct sequence to match the functions /
characteristics they have.

DHCP components Functions
DHCP Vendor-Class level Scope Collection of multicast addresses from the class

D IP address range of 224.0.0.0 to
239.255.255.255.

DHCP User-Class level Scope collection of scopes that are grouped together into
an administrative whole

DHCP Super Scope Set and viewed by Users
DHCP Multicast Scope Configured by Vendors such as HP,Microsoft,Sun

etc.

2. Arrange the following DNS zone types with their correct characteristics:
Name Characteristics
Primary Copy of a zone that contains only records used to

locate name servers
Secondary Read/Write copy of a DNS Database
Stub Zone data is stored in Active Directory rather than

in zone files
Active Directory Integrated Read only copy of a DNS Database

Arrange them in appropriate sequence and re-write.

3. Let’s imagine that your team member wants to transfer the DNS zone from Primary DNS
Server to a secondary server in order to synchronize them. Arrange the steps taken by him
during Zone transfer in a correct sequence:
i) SOA query answered
ii) IXFR or AXFR query answered and zone transferred
iii) SOA query for a zone
iv) IXFR or AXFR query for a zone
Arrange them in appropriate sequence and re-write.
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4. Arrange the given types of DNS resource records in a correct sequence to match them with
their features.

DNS Records Features
SOA Name Sever
CNAME Mail Exchange Record
MX Alias Record
NS Start of Authority

5. Arrange the following steps taken during DHCP Lease Generation in a correct sequence:
i) The DHCP servers receive the DHCPREQUEST
ii) The DHCP client broadcasts a DHCPDISCOVER packet.
iii) The client receives the DHCPOFFER packet.
iv) Any DHCP Server in the subnet will respond by broadcasting a DHCPOFFER packet.
Arrange them in appropriate sequence and re-write.

Section 3 :
Attempt any 4 (All questions carry equal marks). 20
(Case Study - Errors)
Read the case study carefully; identify mistakes / errors in the processes. Write the mistakes in
full sentence.

1. Komal wants to centrally manage IP Address configurations for 150 computer users in her
company. She decided to use manually assigning static IP Addresses.
Read the case study carefully; identify mistakes / errors in the configuration process.
Write the mistakes in full sentence.

2. Your colleague is installing DHCP server on central Windows server PC. He decided to
install Application Server role from Roles and Features list.
Read the case study carefully; identify mistakes / errors in the suggested process. Write
the mistakes in full sentence.

3. YOGESH wants to install and configure DHCP server in his organization for IPV6 addressing
scheme. He selected Windows server 2003 Server PC for the same.
Read the case study carefully; identify mistakes / errors in the configuration process.
Write the mistakes in full sentence.

(P.T.O.)
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4. MINAL wants to setup a type of resource record in the Domain Name System that specifies
a mail server responsible for accepting email messages on behalf of a recipient’s domain.
She selected SOA record option in her DNS Server.
Read the case study carefully; identify mistakes / errors in the configuration process.
Write the mistakes in full sentence.

5. Jayesh is working on a Zone transfer for his primary DNS Server. He selected multiple
servers to synchronize Primary DNS zone without encrypting zone traffic.
Read the case study carefully; identify mistakes / errors in the configuration process.
Write the mistakes in full sentence.

Section 4 :
Attempt any 4 (All questions carry equal marks). 20
(Conversation)
Write conversation / prepare a requirement list after reading the scenario.

1. KUSHAL is working as Windows System Administrator in a bank and wants to guide his
team about benefits of using DHCP Server.
Read the scenario and write an Email containing the detailed documentation about
benefits of using DHCP Server.

2. Your team member is very keen to know about what DNS is and what the different types of
domains are.
Read the scenario and write a conversation between you and your team member about
what DNS is and what the different types of domains are.

3. You have visited Technical department of your company. You are keen know the different
types of DNS Resource records from your IT Head.
Read the scenario and write a conversation explaining the different types of DNS
Resource records.

4. PANKAJ is a consultant who is preparing an important document for Zone Transfer in DNS.
He wants to study and submit the document to his Boss.
Read the scenario and write an email explaining the DNS Zone transfer.

5. SWAPNIL is working as a Desktop administrator in a school. His school has 200 computers,
three common printers and one file server in lab setup. SWAPNIL wants to centrally and
securely manage the IP Addressing of all the computers in lab. What should he do?
Read the scenario and write an Email explaining the action that required to be taken
by Swapnil.
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